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W e compile this 2019 Annual Report in unprecedented times. In 
February, in planning the report, I was contemplating with some 
satisfaction a healthy surplus and, with the work on hand, the 

high probability of being able to repeat this in 2020. As I write this in April I 
appreciate how everything has changed so profoundly and how rapidly this 
change has happened – a few short weeks and we have a pandemic that 
has caused complete global disruption.
Despite this major disruption, I have every confidence in the INR team, the 
work we have on hand, our partners and in the new Executive Director. It is 
going to require significant ingenuity and courage to navigate the difficult 
journey that lies ahead, and none of us will be spared the pain, but we will 
prevail. 

There is a silver lining to all this. It is massive disruptions that precipitate 
massive change. Some of this change will be entirely positive and will 
involve a complete revision for the better of the relationships we have with 
each other and with the Earth, both of which sustain our collective and 
individual existence. 

In this report, in addition to profiling our work in 2019, we reflect briefly 
on some of our more notable achievements over the past forty years. 
With this in mind I would like to thank former INR leaders, Jenny Mitchell, 
Professor John Hanks and Professor Charles Breen for their contributions. 
Also, in compiling this report, I increasingly appreciated the role of water 
as a dominant subject in many of our initiatives, hence the photographic 
theme. I hope you enjoy the read.

Duncan Hay
Executive Director (retired)                                                                                   June 2020

https://www.facebook.com/instituteofnaturalresourcesinr/
http://www.inr.org.za
mailto:info%40inr.org.za?subject=
http://www.inr.org.za
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40 years

 A bRiEf 
REfLEcTiON



i n October 2019 the Institute of Natural Resources celebrated 40 years of innovative 
and productive endeavor. The vision of our founders at inception remains our vision 
today: “We are passionate, professional people applying innovative science to 

catalyze change for a better planet.”

In October 1979, through the inspirational leadership of philanthropic businessman, 
Ernst Taeuber and academic, Professor John Hanks, the then University of Natal 
established the Institute of Natural Resources. While today we might view the 
establishment of an organisation devoted to conducting applied research in the 
environmental sector as absolutely normal, four decades ago it would have surprised 
many. Stepping out of one’s disciplinary box would, at best, have been viewed as 
innovative but by most as heretical. This, at the time, was a high risk venture that 
through good judgement, good fortune, good will, good partnerships and very good 
science has sustained itself.

So as to acknowledge the efforts of the University, and of Ernst and John and all 
those who have contributed over the past forty years we reflect briefly on some key 
highlights. A more comprehensive review of the INR’s impact will be compiled at a 
later date.  

Central to the INR’s success has been its partnerships and the projects and programmes 
that have been conducted within the context of these partnerships. To focus on five:

1. In 1985, in a multi-sectoral collaborative effort and with funding from Gencor, IBM, 
the Baring Foundation and Mr John Gray, we established the Nansindlela Research 
and Development Farm. This farm demonstrated to development agencies, 
government departments, the private sector, rural communities and students that 
people could farm more productively but at the same time conserve and protect the 
land. Nansindlela was an open-air laboratory for teaching postgraduate students 
from the INR, and from other departments/centres. The farm also experimented 
with appropriate technology and demonstration in respect of water conservation 
and development, energy sources and production, agricultural implements, and 
the utilisation of agricultural waste.

2. In 1993 the INR joined the Kruger National Park Rivers Research Programme 
and Professor Charles Breen was appointed to lead its second phase. This was a 
collaborative research initiative under the guidance of the Department of Water 
Affairs, WRC, CSIR and SANParks. Researchers were drawn from SANParks, the 
INR, University of the Witwatersrand, University of Natal and Rhodes University. 
The principal objective was to understand management of the Kruger Park Rivers 
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as an adaptive process. During the next seven years South African National Parks 
(SANParks) formally adopted an adaptive management paradigm in the form of 
strategic adaptive management in the Kruger National Park. An International 
Committee appointed in 2000 to evaluate the programme, concluded that it 
produced management strategies and information that had the potential for 
uptake beyond the immediate confines of the Kruger National Park. This has been 
realised as application of the concept spread to other protected areas and other 
natural resource management situations within and beyond South Africa.

3. From 1998 to 2008 the INR, in partnership with the Water Research Commission, 
Department of Environment Affairs and Tourism (as it was then), University of 
KwaZulu-Natal and the Lewis Foundation implemented the Eastern Cape Estuaries 
Management Programme. This programme demonstrated the invaluable nature of 
a long term bottom-up approach that integrated application, research and capacity 
development. Ultimately this programme and subsequent initiatives led by the 
CSIR resulted in estuaries securing a specific chapter in the Integrated Coastal 
Management Act and in the establishment of an Estuary Management Protocol. 
The protocol guides planning and management at an individual estuary scale. In 
2003 the programme was overall winner at the national Green Trust Awards. 

4. Funded by Airports Company of South Africa (ACSA), and with the involvement 
of numerous specialist groups, we led in conducting the environmental impact 
assessment (EIA) for King Shaka International Airport. At the time this was, 
arguably, the most strategic infrastructure development project in KwaZulu-
Natal. Through this we learnt major lessons and positioned ourselves very well 
in the environmental assessment space. We also secured additional monitoring 
work. The delightful indigenous gardens at the entrance to the airport are a living 
monument to the creativity and commitment of the project team.

5. From 2010 to 2019, with funding primarily from USAID and in partnership with 
numerous local stakeholders, we initiated and led a major programme aimed at 
strengthening the ability of rural communities in Lesotho to respond and adapt to 
climate change. A key lesson learnt in this initiative is that barriers to response and 
adaptation are less about culture and traditions, and much more about practical 
issues such as a lack of finance or the cost of increased input requirements. 
Innovative investment and financing mechanisms are therefore critical for 
upscaling and mainstreaming. The roll-out of community and ecosystem-based 
climate change adaptation needs partners across all sectors providing requisite 
support and services.



Our focus on capacity development of young professionals and academics has been 
equally important. To provide three examples:

1. In the 1980’s fourteen staff and students linked to the INR secured PhD and MSc 
degrees in areas ranging from estuaries research to mammal ecology to livestock 
production.

2. In 1995 the Institute initiated and led the process of establishing the Centre for 
Environment and Development (CEAD) at the then University of Natal. At its 
core were masters’ programmes that comprised both course work and a thesis. 
Between 1996 and 2014, the period of CEAD’s existence, 196 students graduated 
with masters’ degree. Several of these graduates have gone on to environmental 
and conservation leadership positions in the private, public and NGO sectors.

3. Over the past five years the Institute has hosted 26 interns, most of them in the 
process of completing MSc degrees or having recently completed MSc’s. All have 
received invaluable professional work experience. Three of these interns have now 
secured their PhDs and two are university lecturers.

All-in-all, over the past forty years the INR has proved itself to be an inspirational 
leader and change-maker. These attributes will be absolutely essential as we navigate 
our way forward through increasingly uncertain and difficult waters into the future.
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The business
2019 was a very good year for the organisation. From a business perspective we 
secured a generous surplus of over R 735 000. If we factor in the loss of R 516 000 in 
2018 this represents a positive swing of R 1.25 million. A summary of our financial 
performance can be found on Pages 18 and 19. In our current economic climate this is 
exceptional and inspirational. We achieved this result because science, management 
and administration came together effectively – clients and partners sought out our 
science, we were managerially effective in delivering the science, and administration 
efficiently supported our efforts. 

To add to this, for the first four months of this year we managed to meet our budgetary 
targets despite the lockdown. I am fairly confident that, with some good fortune, we 
will achieve a surplus in 2020. 

Project highlights
In terms of project highlights:

●  Led by Jon McCosh and Duncan Hay, a Memorandum of Understanding was 
established with Umgeni Water. Together with the water utility and other partners 
we are planning and implementing activities aimed at conserving and rehabilitating 
the upper-Mkhomazi River catchment. This is in anticipation of a large dam, likely 
to be commissioned in about ten years’ time, that will supply water primarily to the 
eThekwini region. The project requires all the skills, expertise and experience that 
the Institute has to offer and is a major opportunity to turn the idea of integrated 
catchment management into a reality.

●  Led by Dave Cox, the Strategic Environmental Assessment (SEA) for eThekwini 
(Durban) made excellent progress in 2019. The first phase draws to a close in June 
2020. A demanding but interested and informed client has caused us to ‘up our 
game’ with mutual benefits. We are well positioned to be included in and possibly 
lead the second phase. 

INR Annual Report, 2019  |  09
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●  Led by Fonda Lewis, funded by SANBI, and in partnership with Conservation 
Outcomes and others, we are facilitating the establishment of community-based 
biodiversity stewardship arrangements in the central uMngeni River catchment 
(upstream of Nagle Dam). This complements the efforts of private landowners 
further upstream who are also establishing a private stewardship programme to 
conserve sections of the uMngeni.

●  Led by Ian Bredin and funded by the Nature Conservancy we have undertaken 
a scoping assessment to determine the geographic area for a pilot catchment 
for the eThekwini Water Fund. The initial assessment included developing 
a geographic overview of the focus area (uMngeni, Mkhomazi, and uMdloti 
catchments), and undertaking a stakeholder assessment. It also included a socio-
economic assessment. The overall result points firmly to the Mkhomazi as the 
preferred catchment which re-affirms the importance of the work we are currently 
conducting in that catchment.  

●  With Leo Quayle as the INR lead and working with Ecorys Netherlands, we form 
part of a technical support team funded by the European Union, providing technical 
support to the Permanent Okavango River Basin Water Commission (OKACOM). 
The Okavango River is a transboundary river flowing through Angola, Namibia 
and Botswana. Along much of its course it represents the only available water 
source and all three developing nations have aspirations for the use of this water. 
The wise management of this river is therefore of critical importance and to this 
end OKACOM was established.  We are participating in two areas of support: the 
harmonization of databases in support of an international data sharing protocol 
which will allow the member states to share flow, water quality and climatology 
information on a regular basis, and the enhancement of the DRIFT ecological 
responses model to include better ecosystem services analysis.

●  Led by Brigid Letty and in collaboration with the Water Research Commission 
and the University of KwaZulu-Natal we are researching water use in agroforestry 
systems. This project has been running for five years and is in the final stages of 
completion, including the compilation of agricultural extension guidelines. This 
project has generated two PhDs, including Brigid’s, with a third to be completed 
this year. 
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capacity and career Development
The INR remains fully committed to developing the capacity and careers of its staff and 
associated students:

●  Two staff members, Vanessa Weyer and Brigid Letty, and one student, Misheck 
Musokwa, secured their PhDs.

●  Through the INR, the University of West England (UWE) and the UKZN supported 
Advanced Professional and Academic Development Programme – Mlungisi 
Shabalala, Catherine Pringle, Michelle Browne, Silindile Mtshali, Carla Higgs and 
Patrick Martell – are all pursuing their PhDs.

●  Zanele Shezi, our Senior Community Facilitator, secured a Postgraduate Diploma 
from the Programme for Land and Agrarian Studies (PLAAS) at the University of 
Western Cape.

●  During 2019 the INR hosted seven interns: Theolin Naidoo, Wesley Evans, Akosua 
Awuah, Nomfundo Shelembe, Nomcebo Myeza, Silungile Dlamini and Shuaib 
Suleman. Theo, Wesley and Silungile have become scientific staff members at the 
INR; Nomfundo has commenced her PhD studies on a fulltime basis; Akosua has left 
to complete her MSc, and Nomcebo and Shuaib continue with their internships. 

●  In 2020 we have recruited three further interns: Simlindile Mahlaba, Nolwazi 
Ndimande and Thembalethu Thusi. 

●  Samiksha Singh, having secured her MSc at UKZN, commenced as an intern at the 
INR in 2016. In 2017 she was appointed as a Scientist and in 2019 promoted to 
Senior Scientist. Supported by the INR and UKZN Samiksha secured a Fulbright 
Scholarship to the USA and is currently pursuing her PhD at University of California.

●  Simone Murugan, who also commenced as an intern in 2016, was promoted to 
Senior Scientist.

●  Mlu Shabalala, a former intern and current PhD student, completed a cross-visit to 
the UWE in Bristol, the University of East Anglia and Cranfield University.

●  In January 2019 the INR, in partnership with the University of the West of England, 
UNESCO and UKZN, hosted a remote sensing training course for 30 African-based 
participants. INR staff and partners participated in this highly successful course. 
The intention is to host it again in 2020. 
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Staff and students represented the INR and presented at several conferences and 
symposia, amongst them: 

●  Duncan Hay was a keynote presenter at the Conservation Symposium hosted by 
Ezemvelo-KZN-Wildlife, and presented and led sessions at the African Landscapes 
Dialogue in Arusha, Tanzania.

●  Ian Bredin delivered a keynote presentation at the National Wetlands Indaba 
and hosted a wetland RQOs training workshop as part of the WRC’s biannual 
symposium. 

● Fonda Lewis and Michelle Browne presented at the International Conference for 
Ecological Restoration in Cape Town

● Dave Cox presented and provided training on Biodiversity Offsets at numerous 
national and local forums including the National Business and Biodiversity Forum 

● Thabo Makhubedu and Dr Misheck Musokwa, both postgraduate students linked 
to the INR, presented at the International Agroforestry Conference in France.
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Governance, management and administration
During 2019 a process commenced to identify and recruit a new Executive Director 
to replace the retiring incumbent. This process was successfully concluded in March 
2020. Dr Sershen Naidoo, a highly respected researcher formerly at UKZN and the 
South African Technology Network (SATN) has taken up the position. 

Also during 2019 the INR formally established the position of Associate. An Associate is 
an individual who enjoys an ongoing collaborative relationship with the organisation. 
This relationship is mediated through a Memorandum of Understanding. Sian 
Oosthuizen and Sharleen Moodley have both been appointed as Associates. 

Led by Belinda Murray and wonderfully supported by Nisha Rabiduth, Jackie Robinson, 
Sindiswa Zondi, Mandisa Ndaba, Londiwe Mnikathi, Delisile Sikhakane and Muzi 
Hlatshwayo, the administration of the organisation continues to operate efficiently 
and effectively in support of our science. 

Staff
The following individuals joined or left the INR during 2019/20.

●  Duncan Hay retired as Executive Director in April 2020
● As stated earlier Dr Sershen Naidoo commenced as Executive Director in May 2020.
● Vanessa Weyer, with a PhD from the University of Pretoria and a Masters in 

Environment and Development  from UKZN, was appointed as a Principal Scientist 
in March 2020. She leads the Environmental Governance and Sustainability theme.

● Dave Cox, a Chief Scientist, resigned in March 2020 to emigrate to and develop his 
career in New Zealand. Dave served the INR with passion and dedication for 20 
years and established a national reputation in the environmental assessment field.

● As detailed earlier, Samiksha Singh left the organisation to take up a Fulbright 
Scholarship at the University of California.

● Sian Oosthuizen resigned in December 2019 to join her husband’s fire detection 
business. Sian started as an intern and rose rapidly to a Senior Scientist position. She 
was responsible for introducing gaming as a major innovation in social facilitation 
processes. Sian remains an Associate of the INR and will continue to work with us.

● Sindiswa Zondi, a senior administrator who joined the INR in 2014, resigned to take 
up a financial advisory position in the music industry. 
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bOARD AND EXEcUTiVE MANAGEMENT
chairman:  Dr Shamim Bodhanya
Non-executive Directors:  Bongani Khumalo
 Jennifer Mitchell
 Christoper James
 Caryn Maitland
 Norman Dlamini
Executive Director:  Duncan Hay, MSc
Executive Director:  Sershen Naidoo, PhD Biology 
financial Director:  Belinda Murray, BCom (Hons), CA (SA)
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PROfEssiONALs
Chief Scientists:  Fonda Lewis, BSocSc; MEnvDev
 David Cox, MEnvDev
Principal Scientists:  Brigid Letty, MSc Agriculture 
 Jon McCosh, MEnvDev
 Leo Quayle, MPhil Environmental Management
 Ian Bredin, MSc, Pr.Sci.Nat
 Vanessa Weyer, PhD
Senior Scientists:  Michelle Browne, MSc Agricultural Economics
 Zinhle Ntombela, MSc Agriculture
 Sian Oosthuizen, MSc Geography
 Samiksha Singh, MSc Environmental Science
Scientist:  Simone Murugan, MSc Hydrology
senior community facilitator:  Zanele Shezi, Diploma in Agriculture

ADMiNisTRATiON/sUPPORT
Programmes Manager:  Nisha Rabiduth  
Office Manager:  Jackie Robinson  
Administration Assistants:  Mandisa Ndaba, Sindiswa Zondi  
Receptionist:  Londiwe Mnikathi 
Gardener:  Muzi Hlatshwayo 
cleaner:  Delisile Sikhakhane

iNTERNs
Akosua Awuah, BSc (Hons) Geography and Environmental Management 
Silungile Dlamini, MSc Environmental Science
Wesley Evans, MSc Ecological Sciences
Simlindile Mahlaba, BSc (Hons) Environmental and Geographical Science
Nomcebo Myeza, BSc (Hons) Hydrology
Theolin Naidoo, BSc (Hons) Ecological Sciences
Nolwazi Ndimande, BSc (Hons) Geography and Environmental Management
Nomfundo Shelembe, MSc Agriculture (Food Security)
Shuaib Suleman, MSc Hydrology
Thembalethu Thusi, Diploma in Food Security
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Extracts of the 2019 audited Annual Financial Statements

fiNANciALs

Statement of Financial Position 
as at 31 December 2019
 2019 2018
  R R   
Assets    
     
Non-current Assets    
Property, plant and equipment 2,473,423 2,508,250
  2,473,423 2,508,250 
current Assets    
Work in progress 2,251,021 2,778,522
Trade and other receivables 2,424,471 934,660
Cash and cash equivalents 4,655,222 5,309,773
  9,330,714 9,022,955

Total Assets 11,804,137 11,531,205
     
Equity and Liabilities    
     
Equity    
Reserves 1,200,000 1,200,000
Retained income 8,730,024 7,994,959
  9,930,024 9,194,959
Current Liabilities    
Trade and other payables 1,104,031 995,654
Funds in advance 770,081 1,340,592
  1,874,113 2,336,246

Total Equity and Liabilities 11,804,137 11,531,205

Institute of Natural Resources NPC
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fiNANciALs

Institute of Natural Resources NPC

statement of income or Loss and Other comprehensive income

 2019 2018
  R  R 

Revenue 15,360,553 15,087,496
Other operating income 220,779 180,957
Gain on disposal of assets - 6,780
Other operating expenses (15,137,863) (16,008,967)

Operating surplus (deficit) 443,469 (733,734)

Investment income 292,870 216,976
Finance costs (1,274) (12)

Surplus (deficit) for the year 735,065 (516,770)
Other comprehensive income - -

Total comprehensive income (loss) for the year 735,065 (516,770)
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